
Learning Goals

1 Measures of Center I
1.1 calculating mean and median
1.2 comparing mean and median across groups

2 Measures of Center II
2.1 estimating from a distribution
2.2 amount of change, based on change of a subset
2.3 resistance to change

3 Box plots and histograms
3.1 making by hand
3.2 Histogram "bin" includes the bo!om value.
3.3 bundled with box plots: Q1, Q3, IQR, "ve-number summary
3.4 parallel box plots (connected to LG 1.2)

4 Types of Variables: numerical and categorical
4.1 come up with appropriate numerical and categorical variables for a given situation
4.2 distinguish bar charts from histograms
4.3 bundled: making bar charts by hand

5 Rates
5.1 Solving any of the three rate problem styles
5.2 Combining calculations and making comparisons

6 Fathom: Get data
6.1 Download data from Census
6.2 Same, but with particular a!ributes
6.3 Download from elsewhere on Internet
6.4 Enter data by hand.

7 Fathom: Make graphs:
7.1 One numerical variable

7.1.1 Dot plot
7.1.2 Box plot
7.1.3 Histogram
7.1.4 Any of these split by categorical

7.2 One Categorical Variable
7.2.1 Bar chart
7.2.2 Ribbon chart
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7.2.3 Either of these split by categorical (as a legend)
7.3 Two Numerical Variables: Sca!er plot

8 Fathom: Looking at subsets
8.1 Filtering
8.2 Forward and reverse Baldocchi

9 Fathom: Lines
9.1 Adding movable line to sca!er plot
9.2 Making a decent "t (maybe using residuals)
9.3 locking intercept as appropriate

10 Fathom: Formulas I
10.1 Formulas for recoding to a categorical 

10.1.1 simple if( )-statement, ge!ing the quotes right
10.1.2 using simple Boolean operators (and, or) in the parentheses
10.1.2 using includes( ) when needed (e.g.,  includes( education, “college”) )

10.2 Formulas that combine two or more variables
10.2.1 time collapse (e.g., time = 60 * min + sec)
10.2.2 ratios

11 Linear Relationships
11.1 Interpreting slope and intercept
11.2 Using the formula for a "t line for prediction, forwards and backwards
11.3 Comparing two lines in context (data split by categorical)

12 Sense-Making
12.1 Given a graph you have not created, “tell the story” of what a it means

12.2.1 …in parallel box plots
12.2.2 …in a ribbon chart
12.2.3 …in a sca!er plot

12.2 Explicitly connects result of calculations to reality

13 Alternative Hypotheses
13.1 Given data and a proposed explanation, construct plausible alternative hypotheses
13.2 Identify additional data that, if available, would let you test the proposed explanation against an 

alternative.
Note: this is not about the traditional statistical Ha.

14 Residuals
14.1 Know how to make residual plots
14.2 Interpreting residual plots
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14.2.1 what a shape in the residuals means for the shape of the function even if it is not visible in the 
main plot (example: the arc in the temperature residuals)

14.3 Using residuals for re"ning parameter estimates

15 Two-way tables
15.1 Counts and marginal counts
15.2 Assessing association in 2-way tables (e.g., difference or ratio of column ratios)
15.3 Connection to ribbon charts

16 Measurement
16.1 Take straightforward measurements with appropriate precision and reliability.
16.2 Given some data or a situation, identify multiple plausible sources of variation. 

17 Project: Clear and Concise
17.1 Sentence-level good style. Crisp. Active. 
17.2 Good paragraph structure and length

18 Project: Organization
18.1 Ideas presented in a good order
18.2 Suitable introduction and conclusion
18.3 Appropriate reinforcement without redundancy

19 Project: Logic and Reason
19.1 Reason for the project makes sense

19.1.1 You set out reasons (probably in the "rst paragraph, or nearby) why we should care about the 
topic and the background. And the facts are right.

19.2 Conclusions within the project make sense and follow from the data
19.3 Suitable a!ention to alternative conclusions

19.3.1 If there is an alternative way to interpret a graph, one that stands your argument on its head, you 
be!er mention it

19.4 Comparisons support the ongoing argument
19.4.1 example: if you're arguing that Martians are taking over management jobs, it helps to show that 

the people who had the management jobs before are losing them.
19.5 Care in assigning cause and effect

19.5.1 Don't claim that you have proven that A causes B unless you really have. We have not yet covered 
the situations in which that's possible!

20 Project: Mechanics
20.1 Spelling
20.2 Usage
20.3 Headings support the project's organization
20.4 References to graphics work properly (in the graph below, …)
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21 Project: Graphics and Analysis
21.1 Graphs present where appropriate
21.2 Mean what they claim to mean
21.3 Good choice of graph types
21.4 Good choice of sample size and use
21.5 Correct calculations

22 Project: Data Wrangling
22.1 Appropriate choice of data
22.2 Cleaning data
22.3 New a!ributes where necessary, correctly de"ned
22.4 Appropriate "lter & Baldocchi use
22.5 Filters do what they say

23 Project: Dig Deeper
23.1 Interesting and sensible extensions
23.2 Asking and answering follow-up questions
23.3 Asking questions for future investigation

24 Basic probability: theoretical
24.1 Find theoretical probabilities for simple situations

24.1.1 using addition rule (for "or")
24.1.2 using multiplication rule (for "and")
24.1.3 Includes combinations of independent events

24.2 Area models
24.3 Tree diagrams
24.4 Vocabulary: mutually exclusive, independent, equally likely, P( whatever ) = ?
24.5 And with straightforward, explicit non-independent events

24.5.1 prototype: the 1-and-1 free-throw situation

25 Fathom: One-Collection Simulations
25.1 Use random-number formulas to simulate basic outcomes

(randomPick, randomInteger, random( )< 0.37, etc. )
25.2 Combine these in new a!ributes to simulate combinations of outcomes (sum = die1 + die2 + die3)
25.3 Use if( ) or switch( ) to simulate dependencies (if (sex = “M”) … ) or the 1-and-1 free-throw situation.
25.4 Use these to compute empirical probabilities.

26 Fathom: Two-Collection Simulations (using measures)
26.1 Given a situation, construct a relevant collection to simulate it, then compute a measure for the entire 

collection using count( ), sum( ), mean( ), etc.
26.2 Collect measures from a collection with randomness (see LG25) to see the distribution of the 

measures.
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26.3 Use these distributions to compute empirical probabilities that a measure is ≥ or ≤ some value from 
the situation. e.g., Aunt Belinda, "nd P( number of heads ≥ 16 )?

27 Fathom: !ree-Collection Simulations (scrambling and measures)
27.1 Given an appropriate situation (comparing some variable across two groups) de"ne a sensible 

measure to describe the observed difference; compute that test statistic.
27.1.1 For quantitative variables, use measures of center (and probably difference or ratio)
27.1.2 For categorical variables, the measures probably use proportion or count

27.2 Create a sampling distribution of that statistic using scrambling
27.3 Use that distribution and the test statistic to "nd the empirical probability that the test stat could 

arise if there were no association between the group membership and the variable under study.

28 Basics of Inference
28.1 Understand these terms as applied to any of the Fathom simulations we have been doing:

28.1.1 Sampling distribution
28.1.2 Test statistic
28.1.3 P-value
28.1.4 Null hypothesis

28.2 Given an analysis with a sampling distribution and a test statistic, 
28.2.1 Calculate the P-value
28.2.2 Understand that the P-value is the probability that—if the null hypothesis were true—you 

would get a value as extreme as the test statistic
28.2.3 Correctly interpret a low P-value (e.g., it’s implausible that this value is due to chance)
28.2.4 Correctly interpret a high P-value (e.g., we can’t rule out chance as the reason for this value)

29 Estimation I
29.1 Basics of estimating a proportion (remember: the dice we made)

29.1.1 'e observed empirical proportion is the best estimate of the “true” proportion
29.1.2 An estimate includes a range of true proportions: those proportions for which the observed 

result is plausible. 
29.2 Simulating various populations to "nd the edges of the range.

29.2.1 Using the estimation playground
29.3 Using the resampling shortcut: simulating repeated samples and collecting measures (like in Aunt 

Belinda) and using the spread of that single distribution to estimate the limits of the range of 
plausible values.

30 Expected Value
30.1 Basics of expected value in the context of gambling.

30.1.1 Over the long term, how much do you expect to make or lose in a certain number of “plays.”
30.1.2 'erefore, how much you make or lose on average in each play. (By dividing)
30.1.3 In analogy to estimation, the range of amounts you expect to win or lose in a certain number of 

plays.
30.1.4 'erefore, the range of what you expect to win or lose in one play.

30.2 Using expected value in other contexts, e.g., insurance, risk.
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31 Fathom: Estimation II
31.1 Basics of bootstrap: using the data as a stand-in for the true population and resampling with 

replacement (and collecting measures) to generate the sampling distribution.
31.2 Using that distribution to determine the interval estimate for a numerical variable.

32 Experimental Design

33 Provenance
33.1 Lists sources for data

33.1.1 actual data required
33.1.2 for approximations and conjectures needed to solve problems (e.g., road widths)

34 Integrated EDA
34.1 Choosing the right tool for an EDA job
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